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There are two main results proved here. The first states that a certain set SP of 
strings (those coding "solvable path systems") has tape complexity (log n) 2 iff every 
set in 9 ~ (i.e., of deterministic polynomial time complexity) has tape complexity 
(log n) 2. The second result gives evidence that SP does not have tape complexity 
(log n) k for any k. 
Recently there have been several attempts to prove that every set of strings in 
(i.e., recognizable in deterministic polynomial time; see [1, 2]) can be recognized in 
deterministic storage (log n) 2. The method used in the attempts was based on that 
of [3], in which it is shown that every context free language can be accepted in storage 
(log n) 2. Our thesis in the present paper is that these attempts must fail. We define 
a specific set SP of strings which is clearly in ~, but in a certain well-defined sense 
cannot be recognized in storage (log n) 2 using the techniques in [3]. We conjecture 
that no Turing machine recognizes SP within storage (log n) 2, and show that if this 
conjecture is false, then in fact every member of ~ can be recognized within storage 
(log n) 2. 
Our use of the terms tape complexity and time complexity is the standard one defined 
in [4]. Thus ~ is the class of all sets A of strings such that for some c, k, A has time 
complexity cn ~. 
The notion of path systems was introduced in [5]. We repeat he definition here. 
DEFINITION. A path system is a quadruple ~ = (X, R, S, T), where X is a finite 
set (of nodes), R is a three place relation on X (the incidence relation), S _ X (S is the 
set of source nodes), and T _ X (T is the set of terminal nodes). 
The admissible nodes of ~ are the least set A such that T_  A and such that if 
y, z ~ A, and R(x, y, z) holds, then x ~ A. We say 5 ~ is solvable iff at least one admissible 
node is a source node (i.e., member of S). 
For a natural example, let X be the set of all formulas of length not exceeding l 
in some formal system (such as clauses in a resolution system for propositional 
calculus). Let the incidence relation R(A, B, C) hold iff the formula A follows from 
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formulas B and C by a rule of inference (such as resolution or modus ponens). Let 
T _C X be a set of axioms, and let S = {D}, where D e X. (D might be the empty 
clause for the case of resolution.) Then the admissible nodes of the path system 
6: = (X, R, S, T) are just those formulas which can be derived from the axioms T, 
and S# is solvable iff D can be derived from T. In the case of resolution, 6: is solvable 
iff the clauses T are inconsistent. 
The definition of solvable for a path system can be given alternatively as follows. 
Starting with a node s ~ S, we try to form a directed graph by finding nodes xl, x~ e X 
so R(s, Xl, x2) holds. Then, we let s, xx, x 2 be vertices of the graph, and let (s, Xl) 
and (s, x2) be directed edges. Then we find x~, x 4 and Xs, x 6 so R(Xl, x3, x4) and 
R(x2, xs, x6) hold, and let (Xl, xs), (xt, x4), (x2, xs), (Xa, x6) be directed edges as 
shown in Fig. 1. We continue in this way (possibly letting a node have two or more 
edges coming in) until every directed path leads to a terminal node (member of T). This 
is possible iff ~ is solvable. 
x 3 x4 x5 ~6 
s 
F~Gu~ 1 
The structure formed in this process is not necessarily a tree as shown in Fig. 1, 
but in general it is an acyclic digraph. However, for some special path systems the 
structure described above can be aasumed to be a tree. An example of this comes 
from considering a context free grammar G in Chomsky normal form. In [5] it is shown 
how one can associate with each pair (w, G) a path system S(w, G) which is solvable 
iff w is in the language of G, where w is a string on the alphabet of terminal symbols of 
G. If w is in the language of G, then the structure shown in Fig. 1 showing solvability 
is essentially the parse tree of w. The result of Lewis, Stearns, and Hartmanis [3] 
stating that every context free grammar can be recognized in storage (log n) 2 can be 
proved by showing the corresponding "tree-like" path systems can be checked for 
sovability in storage (log n) 2 (see [5], and Corollaries 2 and 3 of Theorem 4 below). 
The argument giving storage (log n) ~ breaks down if the path systems are not "tree- 
like," i.e., if Fig. 1 cannot be taken to be a tree (see Theorem 5 and the discussion 
following it). This seems to be the trap which has caught several researchers trying 
to show every language in ~ can be recognized in storage (log n) ~. 
Let us code a path system 6: = (X, R, S, T) as a string ~(J') on the alphabet 
(0, 1, *} by coding the nodes of X with strings on {0, 1}, and then listing the codes 
57t/9/3-6 
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for the members of X, followed by the triples of R and members of S and T, using.  
appropriately as a separator. The code for the nodes should be efficient in the sense 
that if there are N nodes, then no node is assigned a string of length exceeding 
log 2 N + 1. Thus the length of the code ~(S:) is O(N ~ log N). 
DEFINITION. SP is the set of all strings over (0, 1, *) which code solvable path 
systems. 
THEOREM 1. SP ~,#. 
Proof. Suppose the string ~(S:) codes the path system 6: of N nodes. The (codes 
for the) admissible nodes of 6: can be enumerated in at most n (~ length of ~(6:)) 
stages, where the first stage consists of enumerating the members of T, and the 
(i + 1)st stage consists of considering each pair (y, z) of nodes which have been 
previously enumerated and enumerating each x such that R(x, y, z) holds, but x has 
not been previously enumerated. The time for each stage is certainly O(n3), so the 
entire computation time is O(n4). 
CONJECTURE. SP does not have either deterministic or nondeterministic ape complexity 
(log n) k, for any k. 
In the following theorem, all complexities refer to deterministic machines. 
THEOREM 2. I f  SP has tape complexity (log n) k, then for every function T(n) ~ n, 
every language of time complexity T(n) has tape complexity (log T(n)) ~. In particular, 
every member of ~ would have tape complexity (log n)L 
Proof. What we actually show is that every language of time complexity T(n) is 
reducible in storage log T(n) to SP. (See [1] for a similar notion of reducibility.) 
We will not phrase the proof this way, however. 
The proof of Theorem 2 uses a construction used in the proof of the main theorem 
of [6]. The part of that theorem which concerns us states that ifL has time complexity 
T(n) >~ n, then L is accepted by some auxiliary pushdown machine with storage 
log(T(n)). The idea of the proof is to associate a path system S: = S#(w, Z) with each 
pair (w, Z), where Z is a special Turing machine accepting L and w is an input to Z. 
(The notion of "path system" is not actually identified in [6].) The path system is 
solvable iff Z accepts w, and it turns out that the solvability of 6: can be detected 
by an auxiliary pushdown machine within storage log T(n). 
The special Turing machine Z which accepts L has only one tape (which serves 
as both an input and work tape), and the read/write head of Z moves in an easily 
predicted motion. At the beginning of the computation the head moves right n squares 
so that it scans one square to the right of the input w, and prints a symbol. Then it 
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moves left n + 1 squares, then right n + 2 squares, and so on. It is easy to see that Z 
can be designed to accept L within time (T(n)) a for some d, if there is a multitape 
Turing machine which accepts L within time T(n). 
Now St(w, Z) = (X, R, S, T),  where X = {(t, q, s)]t  is an integer between 0 
and (T(n)) a, q is a state of Z, and s is a tape symbol of Z}. Before defining R, S, T, 
we motivate the definition of X by saying that the admissible nodes of St will be just 
those triples (t, q, s) such that Z is in state q scanning a symbol s at time t of 
its computation with input w. Then R(x, y, z) holds if[ the triples y, z "yield" the 
triple x in the sense of [6, p. 10]. The idea is that (t, q, s), (q ,  q~, sl) yield (tz, qz, s2) 
iff t 2 = t + 1 and (t2, q2, s2) can be deduced admissible given that (t, q, s) and 
(ti ,  ql, s~) are. Precisely, R((t2, q2, s~), (t, q, s), (t~, ql, s~)) holds iff t 2 = t + 1 
and when Z is in state q scanning the symbol s, it next assumes the state q2, and 
either (i) Z scans a square for the first time at time t + 1, in which case s 2 is the symbol 
originally occupied by that square at the start of the computation, or (ii) t a is the 
greatest integer less than t + 1 such that Z scans the same square at steps t 1 and 
t + 1, in which case s 2 is the symbol printed by Z when in state ql scanning the symbol s 1 . 
We complete the definition of St by defining S = {(t, q, s) ] q is an accepting state 
of Z} and T = {(0, q0, w~)} where qo is the initial state of Z and w~ is the first symbol 
of w (i.e., the symbol Z scans at the start of its computation). 
It is easy to check that (t, q, s) is admissible iff Z is in state q scanning the symbol s 
at time t, as claimed above. Hence Z accepts w if[ St(w, Z) is solvable. 
Suppose now that SP is accepted within storage (log n) k by a Turing machine Msv 9 
Then a Turing machine ML to accept L within storage (log(T(n))) k could proceed 
on input w by simulating Msv on input r Z)) (a string coding St(w, Z)). But 
there are two difficulties with this procedure. First, it may not be possible to calculate 
the function T(n) in storage (log T(n))k; second, ~b(St(w, Z)) is too long to write 
on a work tape within storage (log T(n))L The first difficulty is overcome by using 
a parameter t for T(n), and repeating the entire computation for every value of 
t: t =: 1, 2 ..... Thus ML will only halt if for some value of t the calculated r Z) is 
solvable. That is, M L halts if[ Z accepts w. 
The second difficulty is overcome by not writing the entire string r Z)) at once. 
In fact, it suffices for M L to be able to calculate the ith symbol of r Z)), given i. 
This calculation can be done in storage O(log(T(n)) a) = O(log T(n)), i.e., a constant 
times the storage needed to write a triple (t, q, s). (We assume integers uch as i and t 
are written in binary notation.) This follows from the following lemma. 
LEMMA 1. The relation R of the path system St(w, Z) can be computed (i.e., verified) 
within storage O(log T(n)) by the machine ML , where n is the length of w. 
Proof. We assume the input triples ((t2, q2 , s2), (t, q, s), (tl , ql , sl)) are available 
on a work tape of ML, with t, t l ,  t~ all written in binary notation. To check whether 
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these triples satisfy the relation R, ML makes use of the procedure head(r) given 
below which calculates the head position H of the Turing machine Z after r steps 
of its computation (on input w). (See the description of the head motion of Z above). 
Here L and R are variables for the squares where Z's head should reverse direction. 
The variable D tells the current direction of Z's head, wi~h D ---- 1 meaning right, 
and D = 0 meaning left. 
procedure head(r) 
H~-  1 ;L+-  1; R*-n ;  D+-  1; 
while r > 0 do begin 
if D = 1 then begin H *-  H + 1 ; 
i f  H ~ R + 1 then begin R *-  R + 1 ; D <-- 0 end else 
end 
else begin H <-- H -- 1 ; 
i f  H ~ L -- 1 then begin L ~-- L -- 1 ; D *-  1 end else 
end; 
end. 
Upon termination of the procedure, the value of H will be the number of the 
square scanned by Z's head after r steps of Z's computation (here the original value 
of r is referred to). Referring to the definition of R, we note that Z scans a square for 
the first time at time t + 1 iff t + 1 ~ n, or when the procedure head(t + 1) is 
called, upon termination H ~ R or H ~ L. Similarly, the condition "t 1 is the greatest 
integer less than t + 1 such that Z scans the same square at steps t t and t + 1" can 
be checked by calling head(r) for successive values of r from t t to t + 1. No variable 
of the procedure ver exceeds max(r, n) during execution of a call head(z). Therefore, 
since all values can be stored in binary notation, and since in order to check the 
relation R, head(r) need never be called for r > T(n), we see that ML can check the 
relation R within storage O(log T(n)), as required by the lemma. 
To complete the proof of Theorem 2, we note that the total storage required by ML 
is O(log T(n)) plus the storage required by Mse.  The latter by assumption, is (log N) k, 
where N is the length of ~(~,<:(w, Z)), i.e., N = O((T(n))*) for some e. Thus the 
storage required by ML is O((log T(n))k), as required by the theorem. 
COROLLARY 1. I f  SP  has tape complexity (log n) ~, then every member of ~ has tape 
complexity (log n) ~. 
We now describe a special purpose machine for recognizing solvable path systems. 
The machine can be thought of as playing a game similar to the one described by 
Paterson and Hewitt [7] or by Strong and Walker [8] to carry out a computation of 
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a program schema. The machine bears similarities to the maze recognizing automaton 
of Savitch [9]. 
DEFINITION. The marking machine M o operates on an input path system ~;~ as 
follows. A configuration C of 5P is simply a subset of the nodes of ~9 ~ (C is the set of 
marked nodes). The initial configuration is the empty set. In one move, M 0 changes 
a configuration C into C' (nondeterministically) by any one of three ways: first, 
marking a terminal node t ~ T (i.e., C' = C k) {t}); second, if y, z are marked nodes 
and x is a node such that either R(x, y, z) or R(x, z, y), then M 0 removes the marker 
from y and places it on x (i.e., C' ~- C k) {x} -- { y}); and third, M 0 may remove 
the marker from any marked node. A configuration C is accepting iff some marked 
node is a source node (i.e., C t~ S =# 6). We say M o accepts ~5 ~ iff there is a sequence 
C o , C 1 ,..., Cm of configurations of ~9 ~ representing legal moves in which C o is empty 
and Cm is accepting. M o accepts ~9 ~ using K markers iff the cardinality of no Ci in the 
accepting sequence xceeds K. 
It is clear from the above definitions that a node of ~ is admissible iff some sequence 
of moves causes it to be marked. Hence M 0 accepts ~9 ~ iff ~ is solvable. 
DEFINITION. o cf = (X, R, S, T)  is tree solvable iff there is a binary rooted tree 
whose nodes are in X, whose leaves are in 7", whose root is in S, and if the node x 
has son nodes y, z, then R(x, y, z) holds or R(x, z, y) holds. 
It is clear that every tree solvable path system is solvable, since all nodes on the tree 
must be admissible, including the root r ~ S. 
THEOREM 3. If 6P is a tree solvable path system with N nodes, then M o accepts 6~' 
using [log~ N] + 1 markers. 
We prove by induction on I the slightly stronger statement that if the tree showing 6 a 
is solvable and has l leaves, then M o can mark the root using [log2 l] + 1 markers. 
For l = 1 this assertion is clear. Suppose l > 1. Let the root of the tree be r, and the 
two sons of r be the nodes y and z, and suppose at least half of the leaves of the tree 
lie below z. By the induction hypothesis, there is a sequence of moves using at most 
[log S l] + 1 markers which causes z to be marked. Since the node y has at most l/2 
leaves below it, and since [log2(l/2)] + 1 = [log 2 l], the induction hypothesis also 
implies that the node y can be marked in a sequence of moves using at most [log 2 l] 
markers, so it is possible to keep one marker on z and cause y to be marked at the same 
time and never use more than [log 2 l] + 1 markers. Finally, the root r can be marked 
in one move (since there are markers on y and z, and R(r, y, ,)  or R(r, z, y) holds). 
DEFINITION. A Turing machine Z with input alphabet {0, 1, *} is sound iff every 
string accepted by Z codes a solvable path system. 
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In the following theorem, we say f(n) is constructable if there is a Turing machine 
which operates within storagef(n) and upon receiving an input string of O's of length n, 
it can mark a string of lengthf(n) on its storage tape. 
THEOREM 4. Let f(n) be a constructable nondecreasing function on the natural 
numbers. Then there is a sound, nondeterministic, off-line Turing machine Z of tape 
complexity f(n) log n which accepts every code for every path system 5 ~ which M o accepts 
within f (N)  markers, where N is the number of nodes of 50. 
Proof. Z simply simulates M 0 by keeping a list of the marked nodes. We note that 
if n is the length of the input string (coding 50), then the code for each node has at most 
[log 2 n] + 1 bits, and N ~ n. Hence the bound f(n) log n for storage suffices. Since 
f(n) is constructable, so is f(n) log n, and Z can be fixed to halt if the storage ver 
threatens to exceed f(n) log n. 
COROLLARY 2. I f  f (n) = [log~ n] + 1, then the Z in the theorem accepts every coded 
tree solvable system within storage (log n) 2. 
This is immediate from Theorem 3. 
COROLLARY 3. Every context-free language has nondeterministic tape complexity 
(log n) ~. 
This follows because very context-free grammar G in Chomsky normal form and 
string of terminals w can be associated with a path system 50 = 50(w, G) such that 50 
is tree-solvable iff w is generated by G, and 50 is not solvable if w is not generated 
by G. Further, 5~ has O(n 2) nodes, where n is the length of w. Finally, the ith symbol 
of a code for 50(w, G) can be easily calculated by a Turing machine with input w 
within storage O((log n)2). 50(w, G) is described in [5]. 
Of course the Turing machines in the above corollaries can be made deterministic, 
as indicated in [3, 5]. In this paper we are more interested in what cannot be recognized 
in (nondeterministic) storage (log n) 2. 
THEOREM 5. For each m there is a solvable path system 50,~ with m(m + 1)/2 nodes 
such that M o cannot accept 50,~ using fewer than m markers. 
Proof. 50,~ can be represented by a pyramid of m rows, whose bottom row has m 
nodes, the next row has m -- 1 nodes, and so on until the top row has a single node. 
The top node r is the only source node (S = {r}), and the terminal nodes T comprise 
the bottom row. The incidence relation R(x, y, z) holds iffy and z are the two "son" 
nodes of x. The system 505 is shown in Fig. 2. 
The argument that M o requires m markers to accept 50,, is similar to an argument 
used in [7] for a tree. Let us agree that apath of 50m is a sequence of m nodes Xl ..... xm 
connecting the top node with some terminal (bottom node) (so x,+ 1 lies immediately 
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below xi, all i). Consider an accepting sequence Co, C t ,..., Ct of configurations for 
~q~m. Initially every path is free of markers (since C o is empty), but after Ct, every 
path hits a marker (namely the marker on the source node). Let Cr, r < t, be the last 
configuration such that at least one path p does not hit a marker. It is not hard to see 
that the move to configuration C~+ 1involves placing a marker on the terminal node 
at the base of p. This is because any other move to a node x above marked nodes y 
and z could not block p unless p were already blocked by markers on y or z. From 
each node xi of p, there is a unique path Pi which agrees with p from the source down 
to xi, and then diverges from Pi and continues to a terminal node at the bottom in 
such a way that the nodes on this last segment of Pi from p to the terminal node lie 
on a straight line. An example of possible paths pa and p~ for SP5 is shown in Fig. 3. 
/ x2 
PZ B :c3 
"/ ~ / /  \ P \ 
/ \ 
\ 
///e x4 Q\\ P3 ,/ / x " 
x5  "o 
FIGURE 3 
The path Pm coincides with p. Since configuration Cr+ 1 has all paths blocked with 
markers, and no two of the m paths Pl ,  P2 ,-.., Pm are blocked with the same marker, 
it follows that Cr+l has at least m markers. The theorem follows. 
The point of Theorem 5 is that the method which is formalized by the machine M 0 
for showing a path system is solvable, would require storage n~/2 at least if used 
on a Turing machine, since the machine would require at least one square to keep 
track of every marker used. Thus in one sense at least, the method used for recognizing 
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context-free languages within storage (log n) ~ would require storage nl/7 at least for 
the set SP, even if the machine were allowed to be nondeterministic. This is because 
an input string of length n can code a path system of (n/log n)l/~ nodes. (Recall that 
the triples satisfying the incidence relation R must be listed explicitly). 
I hope this paper will stimulate research toward proving (or disproving) the con- 
jecture stated earlier. A possible next step is to define a class of "marking machines" 
like M0, only more general, which can accept solvable path systems, and prove that 
they still require more than log N markers to accept asolvable path system of N nodes. 
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